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I've been feelin' pretty love sick
And it's drivin' me insane
I've been talkin' my friends ears off
About the things you do to me

And it's not that you intend to
It's just the way you are
When it comes to playin' for keeps baby
You drive the bargain hard

But I think I've got a game plan
That I won't allow to fail
I've been markin' down X's and O's
Makin' sure that I prevail

And if my math serves me correctly
Which of course it always does
Then you plus me is less than three
And it equals out to love... 

*chorus*
Cause it's always gonna be just me
By your side
Girl I'll be everything
Baby let me inside

I'm thinking of you
Are you thinking of me?
Cause I'm at the end of my wit
And you know that it's true, 
I can't stop dreaming of you
*end chorus*

I've been dropping hints
And pickup lines
And baby don't forget

All the songs I've wrote
About you girl, 
I hope I don't regret
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Every honest word
Inside this song
But I think it's worth the risk

I'm hopin' I can try to change your mind
Cause you know I'll never get over this

*chorus*
Cause it's always gonna be just me
By your side
Girl I'll be everything
Baby let me inside

I'm thinking of you
Are you thinking of me?
Cause I'm at the end of my wit
And you know that it's true, 
I can't stop dreaming of you
*end chorus*

*bridge*
I L to the O to the V E you
That's all I've gotta say
But I H to the A to the T E that
You won't give in to me

Cause it's not that hard to get
And I know you're having fun
But with the way you got me playin' the game
I'm going crazy
*end bridge*

*chorus*
I'm thinking of you
Are you thinking of me?
Cause I'm at the end of my wit
And you know that it's true, 
I can't stop dreaming of you
*end chorus*
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